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Patient AB

Born in 1961

• PED
Autofluorescence Dilated 45°

In the fundus photos (Canon CX1)
the PED is not able to be seen.
However, the extent of PED is
visualized in the AF images and
EasyScan images.

OCT-SLO is added for comparison 
and shows the extent of the edema.

Fundus Dilated 45°

EasyScan Zero-dilation IR 45°

OCT Dilated 30°
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Patient AS

Born 2002

• Vision: OD:2/10 OS:10/10

• Coats’ Disease OD
• Coats’ Disease, (also known as exudative retinitis or retinal telangiectasis), is

a very rare congenital, nonhereditary eye disorder, causing full or partial
blindness, characterized by abnormal development of blood vessels behind
the retina. It can have a similar presentation to that of retinoblastoma.

• Coats' disease is thought to result from breakdown of the blood-retinal
barrier in the endothelial cell, resulting in leakage of blood leaks from the
abnormal vessels into the back of the eye, leaving behind cholesterol
deposits and damaging the retina. Coats’ normally progresses slowly.
At advanced stages, retinal detachment is likely to occur. Glaucoma,
atrophy, and cataracts can also develop secondary to Coats’ disease. In
some cases, removal of the eye may be necessary (enucleation).

• Over time, the accumulation of this proteinaceous exudate thickens the
retina, leading to massive, exudative retinal detachment. Coats’ usually
affects only one eye (unilateral) and occurs predominantly in young males,
with the onset of symptoms generally appearing in the first decade of life.

• Peak age of onset is between 6-8 years of age, but onset can range from 5
months to 71 years. Coats’ disease results in a gradual loss of vision.



Patient AS

OD: Coat’s

Disease
Fluorescein Angiogram 60°

Fundus Dilated 45°

EasyScan Zero-Dilation IR 45°

OCT Dilated 30°



Patient MF

Best Disease

• Born in 1959

• OS

• Cataract

• Drusen

• Ocular Melanoma

• Vision: OD: 8/10 OS: 4/10

Fundus Dilated 45° EasyScan Zero-Dilation IR 45°

OCT Dilated 30°



Patient Case MS

Born 1986

– Presented with complaints of chronic inflammation, 

with formation of pulmonary granular nodules 

(histological exam). Tuberculosis was ruled out 

(Mantoux)

– Current diagnosis is Sarcoidosis

– Patient has posterior uveitis OS, with the formation 

of intra retinal cysts

– Vision: OD: 10/10  OS: 10/10



Patient MS

Sarcoidosis

OS: intra retinal cysts

Fundus Dilated 45° EasyScan Zero-Dilation IR 45°

OCT Dilated 30°



Patient EQ

Born 1938

• Asteroid 

vitreopathy

(this explains the 

reflections) 

and AMD OU

• OS: asteroid 

vitreopathy and 

pucker

• Vision: OD: 10/10 

OS:8/10

• Due to the 

pathology it took 

10 times to get the 

images as shown

Fundus Dilated 45° EasyScan Zero-Dilation IR 45°

Fundus Dilated 45° EasyScan Zero-Dilation IR 45°



Patient VT

Born 1969

• Vision OD: 5/10 
OS: 10/10

• Example of a 

macular hole 
(please note the 

reflection in 

comparison to 

edema)

Fundus Dilated 45° EasyScan Zero-Dilation IR 45°

OCT Dilated 30°



Patient GC

Born in 1922 EasyScan Zero-Dilation IR 45°

• OD

• Myopic choroidosis

• Oval papilla

• Peripapillary atrophy

• Lamellar hole

• Blind

Fundus Undilated 45°

EasyScan Zero-Dilation Green 45°

OCT Dilated 30°



Patient FB

Born in 1961 EasyScan Zero-Dilation IR 45°

• OD

• Diabetes patient

• Peripallary fluid built-up

• Central choroidal retinopathy

Fundus Undilated 45°

EasyScan Zero-Dilation Green 45°

OCT Dilated 30°



Patient Case GM

• Born 1946 
• Best Disease

• Vitelliform macular dystrophy causes a fatty yellow pigment
(lipofuscin) to build up in cells underlying the macula. Over time,
the abnormal accumulation of this substance can damage cells
that are critical for clear central vision.

• Patients with this disorder:
• Often lose their central vision

• May experience blurry or distorted vision

• Disorder does not affect side vision or the ability to see at night

• Two forms of vitelliform macular dystrophy with similar features 
and each have characteristic changes in the macula that can 
be detected during an eye examination:
• Early-onset form (known as Best disease) usually appears in childhood; 

however, the onset of symptoms and the severity of vision loss vary 
widely

• Adult-onset form begins later, usually in middle age, and tends to 
cause relatively mild vision loss

• Best Disease is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern, which 
means one copy of the altered gene in each cell is sufficient to 
cause the disorder. In most cases, an affected person has one 
parent with the condition. 



Patient GM

Best Disease 

(atypical)

Fundus Dilated 45° Fundus Autofluorescence Dilated 45°

EasyScan Zero-Dilation Green 45° EasyScan Zero-Dilation IR 45°


